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Abstract
Nowadays optical mapping (OM) is the primary
method for imaging electrophysiologically relevant
parameters from the outer surface of Langendorffperfused hearts. This technique has become essential for
comprehensively understanding mechanisms of cardiac
propagation during physiological activation, arrhythmia,
and therapeutic antiarrhythmic interventions in
translational hearts. Panoramic whole heart optical
mapping systems, using either multiple cameras, plane
mirrors or a combination of both, have been developed to
overcome intrinsic visualization limitations to traditional
single-sensor designs. However current panoramic OM
systems are financially challenging for physiology and
engineering research labs since require multiple sensors
to completely map wide areas of the surface, which
further results on overlapping regions and/or missing
areas of interest due to the intrinsic shape of the heart. In
this study, we propose and validate a new spatially
resolved low-cost single-sensor configuration to
simultaneously record atrial and ventricular function in
relation to its anatomy without overlapping regions.

life-threatening arrhythmias and the action of novel
therapeutic interventions. Likewise, current therapeutic
trends in clinical settings, either by using algorithms to
accurately tracking and targeting arrhythmia drivers, and
validation of predictive computational models used to test
new therapeutic strategies in the clinical settings, have
extensively benefited from developments in OM.

1.1.

Advances on panoramic OM

Despite its widespread application in experimental and
pre-clinical cardiac electrophysiology, OM of isolated
hearts have been traditionally applied to record localized
or constraint areas, missing critical information of the
unknown
dynamic
processes
occurring
during
discontinuous propagation in presence of arrhythmias.
This is especially relevant during arrhythmia settings, for
example, in presence of regional acute interventions or
chronic substrate alterations, or simply when the interest
is to characterize the spatiotemporal large-scale nonlinear dynamics of dominant driving mechanisms.

Understanding comprehensively the mechanisms of
spread of cardiac propagation at the organ level, and thus,
characterize the distribution of transmembrane voltage
throughout the heart, is one of the major objectives in
cardiac electrophysiology(1,2). The ability to record with
high-resolution simultaneously multiple physiological
parameters, as well as, to monitor large-scale phenomena
such as fibrillation and/or defibrillation processes, has
made OM a solid central technique to dynamically
characterize function in relation to anatomy(3,4).

Nowadays, panoramic OM has become the primary
method
for
imaging
and
mapping
multiple
electrophysiological parameters from the outer surface of
the heart (5,6). Yet, most alternatives obtain plane
overlapping points-of-view with missing areas, and have
been prohibitively expensive for research and teaching
labs. Due to technological advancements, novel low-cost
optimized approaches are gaining interest for imaging
translational heart models (7). However, current
alternatives are still limited regarding univocal continuity
of the mapped heart surface including overlapping or
missing regions. Here we propose a high-resolution
single-sensor approach for simultaneously mapping atrial
and ventricular outer surfaces of the heart.

This technique has enabled physiology researchers
studying mechanisms of initiation and maintenance of

The aim of this study was to compare and validate a
new high-resolution and spatially-resolved low-cost

1.

Introduction
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single-sensor panoramic optical mapping configuration
for simultaneous imaging and parametric mapping of
atrial and ventricular activation during normal and
abnormal activation.

2.

Methodology

We designed an OM setup for studying whole heart
electrophysiology using a single-sensor configuration in
combination with a curved mirror with similar
exponential curvature to that of the outer shape of the
heart. After camera calibration and motion compensation,
accurate reconstruction of optical transients and
assessment of propagation under different conditions was
done to evaluate reconstructed signal-to-noise ratios and
overall mapping quality.

2.1.

Optical mapping system: Layout

We devised a system layout integrated with the
perfusion circuit comprising a single-view scientific
camera (sensor element), a control system for led
illumination, electrical stimulation and simultaneous
sensing of physiological variables. A precision near
ellipsoidal curved mirror (highly concentrated reflectance
in the range 380nm-800nm), with exponential profile and
diameter to harbour small to large hearts was used to
simultaneously obtain fluorescence from every point in
the ventricular and atrial surfaces. A simplified schematic
is shown in Figure 1. A four-point illumination array was
placed surrounding the reflector element. The heart was
perfused using a thin silicon-tube attached to a rigid body.
Wired atrial electrodes were placed from a custom
cannula unresponsive to light excitation.

Figure 1. Proposed panoramic optical mapping system layout
using a single-sensor configuration with a curved-parabolic
reflector element.

Tyrode’s perfusion liquid was collected from the
bottom keeping the feedback circuit closed using a
custom funnel-shaped cup with integrated electrodes to
record a reference pseudo-ecg.

2.2.

Experimental models and protocol

Six New Zealand White rabbits and one Large White
pig were included in the study. Animal care and the
experimental protocols used in the study complied with
EU directive 2010/63 on the protection of animals used
for scientific purposes, and were approved by the
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the
University of Valencia (CEEA:A1404746730665). Rabbit
hearts were excised through a medial sternal incision after
anaesthetic pre-medication (ketamine 35 mg/kg and
heparinization) and sodium-pentobarbitone (100 mg/Kg)
overdose via injection in the left marginal ear vein. After
removal, hearts placed in appropriately adjusted cold
Tyrode’s solution were connected into flow and pressure
controlled Langendorff systems, respectively for rabbit
and pig hearts. Hearts were stabilized and physiological
variables monitored for 15-20 min.
After stabilization we used 5-10uM blebbistatin to
maintain the heart mechanics uncoupled during the
experiment and reduce motion artifacts. High-resolution
OM was performed using di-4-ANDBQPQ near-infrared
dye. Illumination was collimated and passed through
excitation filters fully exciting the whole myocardium.
Fluorescence emission was appropriately collected and
passed through a long-pass near infrared filter.
Acquisition was performed using a EMCCD scientific
camera (Evolve128, 1KHz, Photometrics, AZ, USA).

Figure 2. Fishnet-like pattern and anatomical landmarks
unresponsive to light excitation used during calibration in
Heart#02-03.

Electrical signals and optical sequential images, were
synchronized through a monostable-based triggering
circuit. We characterized signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) of
reconstructed action potentials (AP) during sinus rhythm
and stimulation in specific anatomical locations. Hearts
were stimulated to explore dynamic restitution properties
and continued until ventricular fibrillation (VF) was
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induced with and without presence of a coronary
occlusion in the LAD-artery (LADOC).

2.3. Camera calibration
mapping reconstruction

and

optical

Initial camera calibration was done using a fishnetlike pattern to set the heart positioning and subsequent
correspondence mapping. Nylon landmarks, as shown in
Figure 2, unresponsive to light excitation were used as
references to ensure accurate motion compensation using
a
block-matching
cross-correlation
strategy.
Reconstructed optical maps were evaluated in terms of
signal-to-noise ratios after normalization.
A

morphological post-processing. After reconstruction,
fluorescence signals were detrended by baseline removal,
normalized and filtered in time. We obtained parametric
maps of the activation and repolarization spread
propagation processes using first and second derivatives
of the reconstructed signals. Action potential durations
were obtained as durations from the activation to 80% of
repolarization (Figure 3). Spectral dominant frequency
mapping and phase mapping were used for fibrillatory
conduction spatiotemporal assessment.

3.

Results

Successful high-resolution OM showed high SNRs
in atrial and ventricular surfaces (Figure 1, 28±11 dB).
Figure 1, shows activation and recovery processes during
sinus (A) and pacing (B), sequentially in the outer surface
of each chamber of the heart. A time-space representation
is shown during pacing illustrating propagation from the
LV to the rest of the heart. Activation maps showed
propagation throughout the heart surface. APD in selected
locations highlight differences during fixed-point
stimulation (APD80, ms) between left and right chambers
in transmembrane potential transient durations.
Ventricular fibrillation, induced in the presence of a
coronary occlusion, is illustrated in Figure 4, together
with single pixel recordings in each chamber. Retrograde
irregular activation is observed in the recorded atrial
responses.

B

Figure 3. Activation process during sinus rhythm and during
stimulation in one rabbit heart. A. Snapshots showing
normalized fluorescence (F/Fo) during activation and recovery
during sinus rhythm and time-space representation of paced
activation. B. Activation map during ventricular pacing and
APD80 map are shown.

2.4.

Quantitative post-processing

Semi-automatic mask determination was applied
using thresholding and connected component analyses for
background removal. Labelling of different anatomical
regions was done manually and refined using

Figure 4. Snapshots of transmembrane voltage in the time
domain (normalized fluorescence, top-left) and phase-domain
(normalized Hilbert transform, top-right) during ventricular
fibrillation in presence of a LAD coronary occlusion. Bottom.
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Single-pixel recordings from atrial and ventricular locations.

Characterization of the fibrillatory process in
Heart#04 is summarized in Figure 5. Wavebreak was
observed near the coronary occlusion. Spatial profiles
showed evident differences in dominant frequency and
organization from the occlusion elsewhere, and between
chambers.

We validated a novel single-sensor configuration for
parametric OM of cardiac propagation throughout the
whole epicardial surface. Even though further
optimization may be necessary to ensure homogeneous
focusing, it may represent a new low-cost framework for
physiology and engineering labs working in the fields of
cardiac arrhythmias and whole-heart computational
modeling.
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